Horticulture Judging at NW Judging March 23, 2024

Intermediate Teams

1. Pawnee – Total score- 94*
   Addison Maxwell – 33
   Grayson Maxwell – 33
   Kole Maxwell – 28

2. Golden Prairie – Total Score 94
   Waylon Urich – 32
   Emery Heddlesten – 32
   Rody Heddlesten – 30

3. Butler – Total score- 88
   Kenzie Sommers – 31
   Karly Peak – 29
   Gian Guermonprez – 28

*Due to Tiebreaker

Senior Team

1. Butler – Total score- 116
   Mikalyn Peak – 42
   River Horner – 42
   Jadon Guermonprez - 32